Prepare for the MCAT with Pixorize

Need a faster and easier way to memorize the amino acids for the MCAT? Pixorize creates easy-to-remember visual stories for the most difficult MCAT topics, so that you can recall more and score higher on test day.

Copy/paste this link to your browser: https://pixorize.com/AMINO-ACIDS
**Virtual ShaDO Week 2021 Recap**

A big thank you to all of those who participated in National Virtual ShaDO Week 2021! If you attended the week's events, I hope that you got a lot out of the Q&A with AACOM, the COM "hangouts," and the Keynote Address given by Dr. Roozehra Khan, DO aka @thefemaledoc. We hope to send to all attendees video links of the events and other resources provided by the participating COMs.

**Mark your calendars: May 5th - Personal Statement Workshop with National SOMA Professional Development and Pre-SOMA Directors**

Getting ready to apply to medical school? Let us provide you with some insight and tools to write a compelling and professional personal statement! National SOMA Professional Development Director, Curtis McInnis, joins us in this presentation/workshop on **Wednesday May 5th**!

---

"Observation, reason, human understanding, courage; these make the physician." - Martin H. Fischer